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Salamun Alaykum,  

I would like to begin by expressing my deep

gratitude to the Almighty (swt) for providing

me with the opportunity  to serve the

community and be part of the Council of

European Jamaats (CoEJ). 

We are delighted  to present the 2019-2020

Annual Report for CoEJ – the first of its kind

to be entirely paperless!

I would also like to begin

by  commending  the members of our

community for their resilience in the face of

loss and economic hardship.  Dealing with

the uniquely challenging situation that is 

 the pandemic has not been easy, but I'm

proud of how as a community we have

united to share best practice and ensure we

continue to meet the needs of members. 

I would also like to express my immense

thanks to all Member Jamaats, Councillors,

Office Bearers, volunteers, and donors for

assisting and supporting the community in

these times.

 

well-being initiatives including fifteen

online programs of the Emotional

Support Skills Workshop and related

reflection circles

an increased number of trained

volunteers to mediate disputes

Tarbiyah training initiatives prior to

lockdown  

continuing to train our facilitators

through programs such as the new Loss

and Bereavement Workshop and the

Good, Bad, and Ugly of Facilitation. 

a joint program online on crisis

management during the pandemic which

personally had the privilege of

participating in

Collaborating with other regional bodies

under the World Federation to

I am pleased that we were able to add value

to our Member Jamaats by supporting them

with: 

I am also honoured that we have been able

to work with the World Federation and

fellow regional bodies on several initiatives

including:

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
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COVID-19

reviews of all that the Jamaats were

doing to respond to the crisis, and

related challenges.

providing a platform for exchange of

ideas, advice, and best practices

between the Jamaats for all to benefit

from. 

creating a Covid Taskforce  

a needs-assessment questionnaire  

updated guidance on funeral practices  

The impact on financial aid for the

community 

the safe reopening of all mosques and

centres under our umbrella 

what mosques in the UK were doing to

reopen in a safe and responsible manner

by engaging with our ICRA lead Sheikh

Nuru Mohammed in connection 

 

After the 2018-2019 AGM being the

success that it was, we at CoEJ were looking

forward to build on the strong foundation's

and amplify our work. Unfortunately,

despite all preparations having reached

culmination,  we were forced to cancel most

of our flagship projects including the

European Hajj Mission, MAMT, and all

camps that had been planned.

Instead, we took this as an opportunity to

support the community in dealing with the

pandemic by regularly engaging with our

Member Jamaats through regular

teleconferences discussing: 

 delivering various masterclasses,

including the Emotional Support Skills

Workshop in collaboration with

NASIMCO and the Africa Federation

delivering a Leadership Development

Program at NASIMCO early this year

4
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  with the Muslim Council of Britain (MCB).

While CoEJ was heavily impacted by the

‘new norm’, we take joy in the ability the

Almighty has given us to recover, adapt, and

continue to serve in so many ways. With the

guidance of The Holy Household (a.s.), and

aided by the trust of our community

members, I am confident that CoEJ will

continue to build on its new and existing

projects, in addition to achieving new

milestones. 

On behalf of CoEJ, I express our deep

honour and gratitude of having been able to

serve alongside The World Federation and

fellow regional bodies. We look forward to

building these relationships this coming

year and collaborating more deeply. I wish

you all the very best of health and

happiness, and pray for our community’s

continued success in this world and the

next.   

Dr. Akber Mohamedali  
President 
2015 – 2018, 2018 – 2021
Council of European Jamaats

exchange ideas, advice and best

practices



IMPACTS

European Hajj Mission

The Hajj team met immediately after the 12

days of Muharram 2019 to review the last

Hajj and plan Hajj 2020. The team gave

feedback on what went well and where

improvements could be made. Overall, the

feedback from the team and Hujjaj was

positive.

Amongst the highlights were improved

logistical processes, the availability of male

and female English and Urdu speaking

scholars and the support and dedication of

the volunteers.

At this meeting, planning for Hajj 2020 also

commenced, with the team agreeing on the

dates and the rough itinerary. In the 

following weeks, the group managed to

secure the hotel in Makkah and confirm

some of the flights.

Shortly after costing and launching the Hajj

package, the Ministry of Hajj asked all

operators to stop further bookings whilst

they assessed the situation in light of the

pandemic. Whilst we kept the application

process open, we were not able to book the

additional accommodation (in Madinah,

Arafat and Mina) nor proceed with sourcing

additional flights.  

Through this period of uncertainty, between

5
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Project Lead:
Raza Ali Virjee
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March and June, we had communicated with

our applicants and were liaising with other

Hajj groups within our community, to

monitor the situation and share information.

We were cognisant of the fact that the

applicants’ circumstances may change after

the lock-down period and had therefore

advised them should it be possible to

perform Hajj this year, we would allow the

applicants time to reconsider whether they

were able to attend Hajj this year, or not.

Only after Ramadhan 2020, the Ministry of

Hajj confirmed that they would not allow

non-Saudi residents for Hajj this year. Sadly

therefore, we had to cancel Hajj for this

year and fully refund those Hujjaj who

requested a refund.

We are continuing to monitor the situation

for 2021 and will start our preparations

once there is clearer guidance from the

appropriate authorities.

MAMT

CoEJ MAMT Debrief Meeting 2019

In November 2019, the MAMT committee in

conjunction with Jamaat Sports Bodies

conducted a debrief session after highly

successful MAMT 2018 held in Birmingham.

The committee discussed the highlights and

positive impacts of MAMT. Attendees were 

split into groups and asked to highlight the

challenges and issues they felt were

important to help the committee

understand how MAMT could be made even

better for future years.

The participants were then asked to provide

solutions for the two top ranking issues

faced during MAMT 2019.

A vote was taken on the formation of a new

organisational structure for MAMT and

there was a unanimous vote in favour of the

structure. This was approved as a mandate

and a taskforce created to take this forward.

Management, fundraising, sponsorships, and

marketing with regard to MAMT were also

discussed and a new action points were

agreed upon.

CoEJ MAMT 2020

After exploring all options on several dates

in many cities, MAMT 2020 had been  



The winner was eventually announced, and

Sukeina Tejani-Hemraj of Birmingham was

declared the winner.

CoEJ Sports Taskforce

A proposal of the new structure has already

been submitted by the taskforce for review

and is currently being discussed.
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provisionally booked at Peterborough over

Easter (10 April – 13 April 2020).

Unfortunately, MAMT 2020 was another

victim of the Coronavirus pandemic and

after consultation with the MAMT Medical

team, it was agreed to postpone MAMT

2020 until the situation improved.

CoEJ MAMT is one of the most anticipated

events of the year that many look forward

to and spend tremendous amount of time to

prepare for. It gives a platform for the youth

and adults to showcase their talent and an

opportunity to meet family and friends and

to continue to promote Marhum Mulla

Asgher’s vision of unity and brotherhood.

Unfortunately, due to the postponement,

many were left with disappointment and the

CoEJ MAMT team felt something was

needed to keep the momentum going.

Therefore, a competition took place

awarding a £100 voucher to the best “create

your CoEJ MAMT memory” photo/video.

The standard was extremely high from all

submissions, but there could only be one

winner.

CoEJ Camps

CoEJ Young Girls' Camp 2020

The CoEJ Young Girls Camp 2020 was

scheduled to take place at Phasels Wood 

Project Lead (Ladies):
Nazznin Hooda

Project Lead:
Sajjad Jivraj
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All places had been filled and a few

applicants had been waitlisted, when it

became apparent that CoEJ would not be

able to run the camp this year due to

prevailing circumstances. On 23 March, just

two weeks before camp was due to take

place, we were forced to cancel the entire

event, due to the pandemic.  

Over previous years, the camp has been a

massive success where young girls from our

communities have had an opportunity to

forge strong bonds and learn and grow

together.

CoEJ Summer Camp 2020

The CoEJ Summer Camp 2020 was set to

take place from 8 August to 12 August 2020

in Kennington, Ashford and was in the

pipeline since January 2020. 

CoEJ Summer Camps aim to be a fun, safe,

and welcoming environment where children

can strengthen their Islamic identity and

enhance their personal growth. The aim is to

instill values like teamwork, sportsmanship,

gratitude, responsibility, compassion, and

servitude (towards God and others) into

campers. 

Campers were to be supported by mentors

throughout their stay, who encourage,

support, and nurture the campers in their

growth and development. 

Service to community and society

Building confidence and public speaking

Long term goals and making positive

choices

Having fun

Exploring character and identity

Networking and building positive

relationshipsOpportunities for

discussion and debate with spiritual

mentors on contemporary issues 

The main foci of the camp include:

Various exciting indoor and outdoor

activities had been planned for campers,

aiming at developing teamwork and

communication skills and at encouraging

them to think creatively. 

Physical activities planned included

abseiling, archery, canoeing, and ziplining,

among many others. We had already

received several applications for the camp

when it became apparent that CoEJ would

not be able to run the camp this year due to

the ongoing pandemic. 

We are currently monitoring the situation

and hope to resume our camps next year

inshaAllah.

Activity Centre in Kings Langley,

Hertfordshire from 4 April to 7 April 2020,

during the Easter break, as it does each

year. 

The main focus of the camp is on physical

activities, spiritual growth, personal

development, social interaction for all

participants.



Addressing the Balance

At the last AGM a report on addressing the

balance within our communities was

presented, with recommendations for

Jamaats and CoEJ put forward.

The summary of our report was titled ‘What

Does an Inclusive and Dynamic Community

Look Like?’ and four main pillars were

identified (see image below). The aim was to

integrate the recommendations across CoEJ

activities rather than to have a separate

stand alone initiative. 

The COVID-19 pandemic brought forth a

different environment to one we had

envisaged last year. It also brought forth

new opportunities to do things differently,

collaborate, learn, and spend time on

innovative projects. We have been able to

collaborate and support various projects

through different streams within CoEJ. We

also saw a lot of these strategies being

implemented in our Member Jamaats.   

Conversations around practical support and

shifts in activities were accelarated, and the

medium of online activities ensured

activities were more accessible to a broader  

9
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audience.

Through the Wellbeing Strategy Group, we

were able to add value and engage on our

first pillar, ‘Being a Better-Connected

Community.’ The Wellbeing Strategy Report

highlights what we were able to achieve

under this umbrella.   

Jamaat Initiatives such as ringing and

supporting elderly and vulnerable members

of our community through lockdown was

also promoted.

By collaborating with the ICRA (CoEJ

Scholars Team), a questionnaire was sent to

all Jamaats regarding what their thoughts

were on having an Alimah in their jamaat.

This built on the second pillar of our report

‘Diversity in Leadership’.

As a smaller group we collaborated and

worked together in understanding domestic

violence in a much broader sense. This

enabled us to look closer at some myths,

taboos, and facts surrounding this topic.We

hope to build on this in the coming year.

There is still a lot more work that needs to

be done as a collective on the

implementation of this report. We would 



RESPONSE

Community Upliftment
Webinars

Post lockdown, CoEJ organised a series of

webinars delivered by seasoned individuals

to provide guidance and upliftment of the

community in the face of uncertainty and a

new world that needed adapting to.

The objective of the webinars was to

provide community members with

information and awareness about how they

can navigate through any challenges they

may be experiencing as a result of the

pandemic and lockdown. Many within the

community were impacted by the national

lockdown, be it through their businesses or

jobs, and these webinars sought to give

them some ideas on how to successfully deal

with these challenges.

 

Reinventing yourself in a digital world

Opportunities in the new Norm

Navigating your business in these

challenging times

The webinars covered the following topics:

 

The webinars were in the form of interactive

discussions by panelists who had direct

experience on the relevant topics. Valuable

information and perspectives were shared,

particularly regarding how this has

influenced their own professional lives.

like to thank all the individuals, Jamaats and

volunteers who keep this goal at the

forefront while moving forward during this

pandemic and we pray to the Almighty that

we are able to implement much more deeply

into all our communities.
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"
We hope to inspire the entrepreneurial

spirit in the Khoja community, which

was the reason for the migration of our

forefathers from India.

Facilitator Spotlight:
Mahmood Hooda

"



"

It is important that once a year all

Scholars come together to discuss, help

one another, and share experiences and

ideas. This is something that is lacking

at present.

Most of the issues that come up are

lady-related and therefore it is

important to have a lady Aalimah as the

Deputy Head of ICRA … The idea is to

encourage other communities to get a

resident Aalimah.

Project Lead Spotlight:
Sheikh Nuru Mohammed

"

The Secretary of ICRA was appointed 

Aalimah Masuma Jaffer and Alimah

Nasim Pirmohamed were appointed as

co-Deputy Heads of ICRA 

It was decided that the ICRA team would

receive support from the CoEJ

Secretariat

It was decided that ICRA would start

small by engaging with the current

network of scholars known to ICRA team

members and later start engaging

The Islamic Cultural Religious Affairs (ICRA)

team at CoEJ was formed to benefit the

communities at large, value to the religious

affairs of all Jamaats, and facilitate capacity

building for the benefit of all Jamaats.

Members of the ICRA team were chosen to

help guide CoEJ through their experience on

how to better add value to the Jamaats.  

CoEJ reached out to all its Member Jamaats

to create a database of Tabligh Heads,

Aalims and Aalimahs in order to create a

network for all Jamaats to work together,

and for all Scholars to help one another,

share experiences, ideas and best practices.

In February 2020 the ICRA team held a

teleconference, where: 

Ideas were shared on how to build

capacity in all Jamaats 

The importance of Member Jamaats

having a dedicated resident female

Scholar, the role of such resident

Aalimah, and possible practical actions

by CoEJ to encourage and facilitate the

appointment of resident Aalimahs in

Jamaats were discussed at length

The core ICRA team was formed 

Tabligh Heads and resident Aalims were

engaged with through teleconferences 

A survey regarding the role of an Alimah

was sent out to all Member Jamaats 

Circulating an ‘Ayaat of the Day’ daily

during the Holy Month of Ramadhan 

Networking around educational

opportunities for scholars 

Working with the MCB for information

on the safe and responsible re-opening

of mosques in the UK through ICRA lead,

Sheikh Nuru Mohammed

In light of the above: 

ICRA was also involved with: 

ICRA______
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 with more scholars from Europe  
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twice a day and hand sanitizer placed at all

locations on board.

The experience on board was quite positive

as well. The seniors enjoyed a large variety

of food, with special halal options being

provided especially for them. They got to

participate in a variety of activities,

including, learning how to arrange tables,

fold napkins professionally, engage in arts

and crafts, and even go bowling! 

The cruise ended at Paris, from where our

seniors took a chartered flight back to

London Gatwick. Because of the inability to

dock at destinations, and because the cruise

had to be cut short, the cruise ship provided

all participants with 100 Euros as spending

money, free WiFi, and even a free ticket for

yet another cruise valid until December

2021!

SENIORS_____________

In  early 2020 CoEJ Seniors’ Lead, Br.

Ashakhusein Rashid organised a seniors’

cruise to create an opportunity  to uplift

seniors from our communities and help them

meet like-minded individuals. 

The seniors flew from London to Dubai,

where they stayed for a few days prior to

setting sail back to Europe. The participants

were scheduled to visit several locations,

however, due to newly developing Covid-19

restrictions, the trip route changed on

route, and they were allowed to only dock at

Oman and visit it for a short while. 

The participants had positive feedback with

regard to the safety measures taken. There

were initially supposed to be 4,000 people

on the cruise, however, for safety, the cruise

reduced this number and decided to have

only 1,500 people on board. The hygiene

was excellent, with each cabin being cleaned

The cruise looked after us very well.

The hygiene was so good. There was

so much food and so many activities

to choose from!

Mumtazbai Moti, 
Birmingham Jamaat

"
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The Emotional Support Skills Workshop
(ESSW) were rolled out in response to the
global COVID-19 pandemic. The following
report on the ESSW has been submitted by
the lead facilitator Ammar Farishta.

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT 
SKILLS WORKSHOPS
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WELL-BEING PROJECTS_____________
The Wellbeing Strategy Team was formed in
March 2020 with the objective of being able
to support people’s emotional health during
the pandemic. The team comprises Mental
Health experts, CoEJ MHFA graduates as
well as volunteer representatives from
different Jamaats, and is led by Fatema
Rahemani.

Early on in the pandemic, a survey was sent
out in order to ascertain what the needs of
the community were to better understand
how CoEJ could further add value.

The well being team worked in collaboration
with other boards in CoEJ, including
Capacity building, CoEJ SAN and exploring
the recommendations set out in Addressing
the Balance report too.  

The Wellbeing team met (virtually) every
fortnight during the lockdown to discuss
and decide ways in which the wonderful
work that was already being carried out by
the Jamaats, could be further enhanced
across all Jamaats and how CoEJ could add 

value to that. The following activities
emerged as a result.

I benefited from recognising when

people around me are distressed and

also recognised that I need a range of

tools to better respond to my own or

others situations. The most

important lesson was becoming more

aware.

Shabir Ladak, 
Participant

"

"
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The ESSW is a three hour workshop which

aims to provide participants with the tools

necessary to better support members of the

community in their emotional well-being.

This course includes listening skills,

effective questioning that encourages

people to open up and talk about their

feelings, empathy skills, phone

communication skills, looking at the stress

container and applying basic Mental Health

First Aid.

Post-workshop, we encourage participants

to put their skills into practice and return

for a reflection circle the following week

which serves as a safe space for people to

come and share their experiences and learn

from one another.

What started off as a very basic idea grew

into an effective and now a mainstay

workshop at CoEJ.  To date, 15 workshops

have been conducted, each one building on

the feedback we have received, with over

100 participants trained in supporting the

emotional health of others.

We aim to continue holding these

workshops on a regular basis and these are

advertised via our mailing list, the CoEJ

website and social media . We have noticed

the gender gap in participation perhaps

owing to some barriers around male

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  

engagement in discussions around mental
health. We therefore had arranged one
workshop  exclusively for men which was
fully booked and we  aim to encourage more
men to participate by tailoring our
marketing to tackle any stigma that may be
attributing to this gender disparity."

It’s been a tremendous privilege to have

piloted, developed, and facilitated

these workshops from its inception till

today. It has been an extremely

rewarding experience with participants

always commenting on the value that it

has added and how much they

benefitted. 

For me, the key thing was to try and

deploy this in response to what was an

inevitable rise in mental health issues

and emotional turmoil as the world

went into its shell in response to the

COVID-19 pandemic. 

I hope inshallah that the vision of this

workshop will one day come to fruition

which is to get the conversation around

mental health to pass the dinner table

test as well as training up a global

network of volunteers who are ready to

support the emotional needs of others

in an altruistic fashion.

Facilitator Spotlgiht:
Ammar Farishta

"We created a LinkTree with relevant
resources to support people who may be
affected in different ways and to signpost
them towards a wealth of resources
pertaining to areas such as anxiety,
bereavement, domestic abuse, self-

14



"
I believe that emotional support is the

most important kind of support,

especially during stressful times. We all

need to lean on the support of friends

and family not only to get us through

life’s challenges, but also to help us

thrive. This was my motivation for

facilitating the ESSW with CoEJ. 

It’s been eye opening to hear the

struggles that people have faced over

the past few months but also heart-

warming to know that so many people

have attended with the intention to

develop themselves in their support

skills.

Project Lead Spotlight:
Fatema Rahemani

"

EMPOWERING THE MIND
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compassion, Islam and anxiety, and many
other self-help resources and services. The
LinkTree has received over 400 views and
can be found on the CoEJ website for
anyone who would like to take a closer look.

During half-term we also offered some,

“Empowering the Mind” workshops for

children, which were facilitated by a

published author and educator. These

workshops encouraged children to talk

about emotions, how to manage them and

looked at techniques such as deep breathing

and meditation.

LET'S TALK
WELL-BEING SESSIONS

In order to improve awareness and
understanding of emotional well-being
amongst our youth, we organised workshops
for young people called “Let’s talk well-
being.” These took place in collaboration
with the Madaris under our SAN umbrella at
the Leeds, Essex, Wessex and Milton Keynes
Jamaats over July 2020. 

These workshops aimed to promote a
culture of seeking help and encouraging
peer support as well as recognising signs
and triggers of deteriorating emotional
health.

QUARANTINED
CHILDREN'S QUESTIONS

We recognised this was a difficult time for
the children in our community who may be
struggling to wrap their heads around the
considerable adaptions they have had to
make over the past weeks. 

Prior to the Holy Month of Ramadhan, we
invited children  aged between 5-12 years
to take part in a self-expression task where-

15
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MENTAL HEALTH
AWARENESS WEEK
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-by they could send in a question that they
might have around the situation. Children’s
questions were answered by a scholar and
presented as an e-book called Quarantined
Children’s Questions.

The book has photographs and pictures to
make the resource relatable and engaging
for children and it also acts as support
material for parents as well.

This e-book has been viewed almost 2,000 

During mental health awareness week we
also introduced a social media challenge
called Wellbeing wonders (slide), which
essentially created a platform for people to
share their lockdown well-being tips with
one another.

times by people across a number of
different countries, and is still available on
the CoEJ website for perusal.

YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH
FIRST AID TRAINING

The YMHFA is an internationally recognised
workshop that spans over two days and
provides those dealing with young persons
aged between 8-18 the skills and confidence
to step in, offer first aid and guide them
towards the support they may need. 

16
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A very well delivered course, with

lots of activities and discussion. I

would definitely recommend the

training the the other members of

the community.

Participant
"

"
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Following the success of the YMHFA
sessions held in July and September 2019,
The Council of European Jamaats responded
to the peculiarities of Covid-19 and the 

lockdown by organising an online YMHFA
Training over four sessions in October
2020.

The training was well-attended and was
facilitated by Sr. Mariam Hassam and Br.
Ammar Farishta, both of whom are qualified
MHFA Instructors.

17
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BUILDING MENTAL 
 RESILIENCE WORKSHOP

This program aims to give participants a

number of strategies to build mental

strength and handle difficult situations, by

the end of which attendees will understand

what mental resilience is and why it is

important, understand strategies to build

mental resilience, and be given practical tips

that can be implemented immediately.

The program is scheduled to be delivered on

25 October 2020.

LOSS AND
BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT

One of the key themes that emerged from
the emotional support workshop
participant’s feedback was the experience
of bereavement in our communities. 

This had been particularly difficult for
families in the context of the pandemic as
our normal communal support mechanisms
were not possible because of social
distancing rules. 

CoEJ arranged for training with Cruse
bereavement services so that we can offer
workshops for community volunteers to
support their local Jamaat members with a
better knowledge and understanding of how
best to support the bereaved in these
circumstances 

The first workshop took place in due in
August  2020, which, due to more demand,
was followed by a subsequent edition in
October 2020. Both workshops were very
well subscribed and highly successful.
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The Khoja Heritage Festival (KHF) took

place on 8 February 2020 at the Al Abbas

Centre of Birmingham and was attended by

almost 200 people, a significant rise in

numbers from its 2019 inception. 

This program was convened by Brother

Chaik Moussabay from Paris, the lead on the

Khoja Heritage Project,  who was the MC for

the day. The entire MC presentation was

conducted in Gujarati, which gave an

international feel to this special event.

The program began with a beautiful Quran

recitation by young Jamil Mohamedhussein.  

After the opening ceremonies by

MohamedRiyaz, Vice president of KSIMC

Birmingham and Mahmood Hooda, Vice

President of CoEJ, attendees had the

opportunity to learn of the histories of 5

Jamaats: the North Paris, Milton Keynes,

Leicester, Birmingham, and Peterborough

Jamaats, most of which dated back to 1972.

Br. Muntazir Jaffer, a youth from the

community gave a presentation on “Lessons

Learned from Pioneers in Recent History”,

in which he shared his experience

interacting with the pioneers of the

community.  

The attendees then received an overview of

the Khoja Heritage Tour from Sister Shaida

Dharamsi and Kazim Sajan. The attendees

went on to look at the Khoja Heritage

Exhibition curated by Sister Zainab Master.

Due to the high number of attendees, the

program was divided into two separate

groups for ladies and gents. The exhibition

comprised photos of individuals with

important roles in the foundation of the

Khoja community in India. Attention was

drawn to www.khojahistory.com containing

vintage books on Khoja history written in

Gujrati, which had been collated in

electronic format and made freely available

to everyone by the MARC (Mulla Asghar 

KHOJA HERITAGE
FESTIVAL________________________

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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 Research Centre). 

Please refer also to http://khojapedia.com/

for more details on the personalities and

history of the Khojas!

The exhibition ended with an entertaining

play proposed by the senior citizens of the

Birmingham Jamaat, which took place in

Gujrati and was enjoyed by all attendees.

Before the closing of the festival, the 16

attendees played a Gujarati word game, and

prizes were given to two winners. The game

was thoroughly enjoyed, and the participants

learned several new Gujarati words.

Children attending were also entertained - a

treasure hunt was organized for children and

they were given a small prize for their 

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  

participation.

The day concluded with a closing speech by

Alhaj Mohamed Kassamali. The festival was

a real success, with all participants enjoying

the activities of the day and loving the

opportunity to peruse the Gujarati

language.
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The Council of European Jamaats in

association with QPid of Stanmore held a

Matchmakers' Networking Convention at

Hujjat Stanmore in December 2019.

The objective was for matchmakers across

Jamaats to share best practice, discuss

opportunities to share resources and

ultimately to network.

Dr. Munir Datoo welcomed the attendees to

Hujjat Stanmore and Dr. Akber Mohamedali

addressed the convention to share a

summary of CoEJ’s current and future

projects. Both Dr. Akber and Dr. Munir

stressed the importance of matrimonial

services to the community.

Jamaat representatives were provided the

opportunity to present how matchmaking is

performed within their community. Ummi

Bai Merali presented on behalf of QPid

Stanmore. Ali Hashim (of QPid Stanmore)

discussed the significance and impact of

GDPR for matchmaking.

A discussion initiated by Zahid Khimji gave

the attendees the opportunity to discuss

and share ideas related to pertinent

matchmaking topics. Overwhelmingly, the

group requested for further such

networking sessions to be held.

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  

MATCHMAKERS'
NETWORKING EVENT

MATRIMONIAL PROJECTS_____________

MARRIAGE EVENTS

The aim of the Birmingham Matchmakers’

Forum (BMMF) under KSIMC of Birmingham

is to assist the community singles find a  
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suitable spouse for marriage purposes,

achieved in two ways – via the BMMF

matchmakers and marriage events.

Marriage events (February and November

2019) took place at the Al-Abbas Islamic

Centre, Birmingham. The events well

attended by singles from UK and Europe.

Scholars gave talks and held interactive

sessions with the parents/relatives.

BMMF was to hold an event for singles over

40 in March 2020, however, due to Covid

-19, this was cancelled and replaced by a

virtual matchmaking session in August

2020. Qpid of Hujjat Stanmore facilitated

the virtual session.

To discuss the marriage dilemma further, a

virtual meeting to connect with

matchmakers in UK and abroad in May 2020

was organised.

Just wanted to give you the good

news that I got married. Thank you so

much for helping me find the right

person.

Participant

"

"

Ahsanth for the matchmaking forum

and explanation. My daughters have

now got good idea how to move

forward inshaAllah.

Parent of Participants

"
"Get Involved

The BMMF has a page on the KSIMC

Birmingham website which can be accessed

to find out about the services which are free

to use. 

Matchmakers are aware of the sensitivity of

the nature of our works and will support and

advise wherever needed. 

Matchmakers can be contacted directly by

phone or alternatively via our central email

info@bmmf.ksmnet.org

Marriage events are advertised on the

KSIMC of Birmingham website and also via

CoEJ newsletter.
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"

Mediation to me is having courageous

conversations  to try to get heard and to

hear - to get the heart of any matter so

that relationships  can move forward -

or in other words, putting things in

place to move forward.

Facilitator Spotlight:
Mariam Hassam

"

Building on the legacy of Marhum Kassam

Jaffer and his vision for a high-quality

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

service for our community, CoEJ continues

to invest in the training of mediators. With

the services of a professional trainer from

LADR, a provider registered under the

College of Mediators, we upskilled our first

cohort of mediators in November 2019 and

over a period of several follow up training

sessions. 

We also trained a new cohort of mediators

over three weekends in February 2020

using the same professional service

provider. We broadened the remit of

mediators who are therefore able to support

our community members experiencing

marital, family, community, and business

disputes. This service aims to provide an

alternative option to lengthy, bitter, and

expensive court proceedings and attempts

to heal relationships. We now have a pool of

over 15 mediators across our communities 

who hope to work alongside Jamaats to

provide an accessible and confidential

service.   

We spent an additional two weekends on 3

May and 27 June training mediators through

case studies, practice sessions, and various

other tools to facilitate virtual mediations

so that mediations could take place online.

Please do see the CoEJ website for further

details on how to access this service.

COEJ MEDIATION
SERVICES________________________

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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"

With these programmes we aim to  help

develop and up-skill our community

members to better serve the community

and enhance themselves personally and

professionally.

Facilitator Spotlight:
Dr. Sarfraz Jeraj

"
The Leadership Development Programme

was attended by 28 participants from

Jamaats across Europe. It was held over 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

Each  year CoEJ organises a range of

capacity building programmes with the aim

of developing and upskilling our members. 

Following the 2019 AGM  we were able to

deliver the Leadership Development

Programme (LDP) in the UK. The LDP in

Paris, the Youth Development Programme

in the UK, and a Couples Retreat in Paris

had to be cancelled due to the pandemic. 

Alhamdulillah we have been able to adapt to

these circumstances by assessing the

community wellbeing needs and delivered a

range of programmes to build capacity of

volunteer support in our communities

though the pandemic by facilitating online

skills workshops for our members and

particularly those volunteering to support

our communities.

CAPACITY BUILDING________________________________
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two weekends on 9 - 10 November and 30

November – 1 December. Participants

engaged enthusiastically in the interactive

sessions to develop their reflective capacity,

learn about themselves and their values,

challenging their behaviours towards others

so they can operate in an ethical and

intelligent way. Participants fed back how

the supportive and challenging learning

environment helped them to learn life

lessons and associated behaviour changes to

improve themselves, and better serve their

families and communities.  

An online LDP is currently being planned by

the facilitation team for late 2020 or early

2021.
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MASTERCLASSES

THE GOOD, BAD AND UGLY
OF ONLINE TRAINING

Some of our more experienced facilitators

delivered an online facilitation masterclass

held in August. This was to help facilitators

maximise the use of online platforms to

keep the capacity building programmes

running at a high quality level using the

latest advances in online tools. 

process of being planned for delivery in the

coming months offering the community a

range of self-development opportunities.

This new way of operating also opens the

doors of opportunity to community

members who have not been able to travel

or attend residential programmes due to

commitments such as childcare or

challenges with travel.

COEJ WITH REGIONAL
BODIES_________

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  

Two Emotional Support Skills Workshops

were held by CoEJ in conjunction with

NASIMCO. 

A range of other masterclasses on mental

resilience, emotional intelligence, leading

through change, and others are in the 

In the spirit of sharing ideas and working

together, the Birmingham Matchmakers'

Forum (BMMF) collaborated with NASIMCO

to hold NASIMCO's first matchmaking

event. 

NASIMCO liaised with Shoukatali Dahya

from BMMF and a small group travelled to 

MATRIMONIAL
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The underlying principle of the LDP is

self-development to enable participants

to understand themselves better and

become aware of any blocks they may

be facing while developing their

leadership potential.

This approach is based on the Hadith of

Imam Ali (a.s.) which says "If you know

yourself, you know Allah (SWT).""

"

Project Lead Spotlight:
Dr. Akber Mohamedali

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

Toronto, in July 2019 to facilitate

NASIMCO’s first matchmaking event.

The need to support parents and singles led

to a live YouTube interactive virtual session

in May 2020 called “The search for a

soulmate” unravelling the spiritual,

emotional, and mental aspects of the spouse

selection journey, which was presented by

Sheikh Nuru Mohamed, Resident Alim and

Rehanabai Ismail, event co

ordinator/matchmaker. Muslimbhai Khaku,

discussed the BMMF and Hasnain Panjwani

was moderator.

To discuss the marriage dilemma further, a

virtual meeting to connect with

matchmakers in UK and abroad in May 2020

was organised
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CoEJ held a Leadership Development

Program (LDP) in New York in over four

days in February 2020 in conjunction with

NASIMCO, with CoEJ President, Dr. Akber  

CRISIS MANAGEMENT
DURING COVID-19

In April 2020, CoEJ President, Dr. Akber

Mohamedali represented CoEJ in a webinar

organised by the World Federation of

KSIMC, and joined representatives from

other KSI Regional Bodies to address the

impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic and how

to cope with them. 

The workshop was attended by several

members of KSI Jamaats worldwide, and

addressed the problems that the Shi’a

communities were facing around the globe,

and how KSI Region Federations were

responding to the crisis to mitigate its

devastating effects.
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Mohamedali being one of the lead

facilitators. 

The program aims to help individuals unlock

their true potential.

This instalment of the program was carried

to out to primarily enable the local team of

NASIMCO facilitators to build their capacity

to run the program independently.

The program was very well-received and

well attended.



ACTIVITES
PRE-COVID-19 LOCKDOWN

Madrasah Leadership Teams
(MLT) Workshop

CoEJ SAN held the Fifth Annual MLT

Workshop on 16 November 2019. This was

at Zahra Mosque. 

This year, the main theme of the MLT

Workshop was “The essence of the Tarbiyah

Curriculum”. The session was based on

going back to the core principals of

Tarbiyah. There was a live lesson

demonstration to see how the essence could

be applied within a lesson, as well as seeing

best practices such as library systems in one

madrasah, and looking at a Quran

appreciation structure. 

The purpose of CoEJ SAN is to

collaboratively serve, support, and add

value to European Madaris. The network

provides the infrastructure for collaborative

working between Madaris and CoEJ SAN.

Our focus is centred on networking, sharing

best practice, understanding and addressing

the challenges faced by Madaris. 

CoEJ SAN continues to support Madaris,

during and after roll out of the Tarbiyah

Curriculum Although annually we are able

to roll out more, this year due to COVID–19

there were programs that were cancelled,

rescheduled or run on an online platform

Below is a summary of what we were able to

achieve at the beginning of the year and

during the pandemic.

SPIRITUAL ACADEMIES
NETWORK (SAN)_________

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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Holding three conference calls over the

course of this year with Madaris

champions. The aims of the conference

calls is to share best practice and ways

forward. The dates of the call was 30th

October (where the agenda for MLT was

discussed), 15th April. (discussion on

how madaris are continuing learning

during lockdown) and 15th June.

Sending the CoEJ SAN Newsletter to all

Madaris teachers and parents, outlining

the events that had taken place as well

as sharing best practices from different

Madaris – this was also translated in

French. This was sent out on 23rd April.

Engagement with Madaris

In addition to the Annual MLT workshop,

CoEJ SAN has ensured ongoing engagement

by:

Peterborough

Hujjat Stanmore

Leicester 

South London

There were many more Tarbiyah Trainings

planned for this year, which unfortunately

were cancelled due to the Covid-19

pandemic.
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The day provided a great opportunity for

networking and set the contract with

Madaris for the year ahead.

Tarbiyah Curriculum

The Tarbiyah Curriculum is a learner-

centred and integrated curriculum, CoEJ

SAN has been supporting Madaris train new

teachers that join the madrasah at: 

recapping on the essence of the Tarbiyah

curriculum

discussing challenges faced within the

curriculum and

sharing best practices

conducting a live session with children

and not teachers as participants 

Tarbiyah Refresher Training

At the MLT, the Madaris had requested to

have a follow up on the original Tarbiyah

training and therefore, CoEJ SAN rolled out

a new Tarbiyah Refresher Training to:

Essex

South London

Leicester

Objectives of the training included: 

There were more of these trainings planned

for this year which had to be cancelled due

to the pandemic.
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ACTIVITES
POST-COVID-19 LOCKDOWN

Behaviour Management
Training

The SAN Behaviour Management Team held

two trainings this year which were

facilitated by professional teachers at:

Wessex

Peterborough 

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  

Teacher Skills Programme
(TSP) and Neuro Psychology
of Learning (NPL)

These programmes had been scheduled but

were unfortuntely forced to be cancelled.

Data Collection

CoEJ SAN have been gathering data on how

various Madaris continue providing learning

from home and shared this information with

all Madaris to help support them.

Essex

Wessex 

Leeds 

Milton Keynes.

Let's Talk Well-Being

CoEJ SAN developed a new workshop

specifically for madrasah students called the

'Let’s Talk Wellbeing' Workshop. 

The aim of the workshop was to create a

platform for our young people to engage in

an interactive discussion on the importance

of wellbeing. 

The workshop focused on understanding

stress and looking at resources and

strategies to promote positive mental

health. 

These workshops were conducted by:

Ridhae Sheikh and Dr. Danial Naqvi

Workshops held with

Socially Distanced Tarbiyah
Training

We supported the Marsta Jamaat Sweden in

holding a socially distanced Tarbiyah

Training for their madrasah teachers during

the lockdown. 

This Tarbiyah training was the first of its 

challenging behaviour

exploring solutions

analysing different scenarios

reviewing Behaviour Policy

Objectives of the training included

discussing:
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maximum of four people spaced out on

each table 

providing hand sanitisers 

using hula-hoops during lesson demos to

mark each person’s space 

providing each participant with

individual resources and snacks that

they were not allowed to share

kind where social distancing was observed

and activities were altered to conform to

COVID-19 guidelines.

Some of the measures that were taken

included:

3 0

Online Tarbiyah Training

CoEJ SAN is looking into Online Tarbiyah

Training for madrasah teachers and are

planning to have the first online training in

November.



SOUTH LONDON

HYDERI ISLAMIC CENTRE

The purchase of the new Hyderi Islamic

Centre property was completed on 21

September 2020, upon which the flag of

Imam Hussain (as) was immediately

mounted on the property.

The opening of the gates with speeches,

Duas, and Qur’an recitation was conducted

on 22 September 2020. The ceremony was

attended by many individuals from the

community, and speeches were given by

Hyderi Jamaat President, Dr. Liaket Dewji,

WFKSIMC Secretary General, Arifali Hirji,

Hyderi Jamaat Resident Aalim, Dr. Sayed

Ammar Nakshawani, and President of CoEJ,

Dr. Akber Mohamedali.

The new premises comprise seven halls,

large playing fields, a large parking lot, and a

bonus eighth hall separate from the main

halls. The Centre will house a Masjid,

Imambargah, Madrassah, Hawza, children's

nursery, sports complex, and Muslim

Nursing Home.

The new complex was purchased utilising 

 donations, khums, loans. The Jamaat had to

also utilise its reserved funds from General,

Nursery and Burial funds and  will need to

utilise khums Ijaz to fund the loans and

reserved Jamaat funds.

Therefore, the  South London Jamaat is

actively seeking donations to power and

complete the project.

CAPITAL PROJECTS________________________

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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BIRMINGHAM

AL ABBAS ISLAMIC CENTRE

Getting ready to go back out to tender

Getting Mr. Clutch ready to be the

transition facility.

Works were delayed due to Covid-19,

although the builders did their best to work

around it. External brick work is mostly

complete, and work has commenced on the

portioning and first fixes inside.

Completion is slated for October 2020

subject to further delays due to Covid-19 or

any other unforeseen circumstances.

The current focus is twofold:

The Quanity Surveyor and Project Manager

company was appointed in April 2020, and

has recently completed a project review.

The committee is reviewing the

recommendations from the report before

finalising designs and strategy for tender.

In March 2020, a planning amendment was

submitted to the Birinham City Council for

the Mosque and Imambargah phase

externals. The aim of this was to reduce the

cost of the project. The Council has agreed

to the bulk of the amendments.

The plan is to use Mr. Clutch as the

transition facility as a gents' hall and the

mezzanine floor as a ladies' hall. Planning

permission for this has been secured. Due to

Covid-19, acccess and visitation the site

were restricted, however progress is being

made on this once again.

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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ESSEX

ALI-REZA ISLAMIC CENTRE

A Madrassah

Essex's first ghusl khana

Seprate Imambargahs for ladies and

gents

Wudhoo and Prayer areas

Accomodation for resident and guest

scholars

Multimedia conference facilities

A multi-purpose hall

Special facilities for the elderly and

disabled

On-site parking

The construction of the new Ali Reza Islamic

Centre began in 2018 and is estimated to be

completed in December 2020.

The new centre will house:

In August 2020 the Essex Jamaats was able

to conduct the amaals and azadari of

Muharram 1442 at the under construction

centre. Attendance was restricted to 30

members to comply with government social

distancing rules, even though capacity was

over 100.

While the centre is almost complete, there

have been increased costs due to

contractual variations, construction delays

as a result of contractors going bankrupt

mid-project, under-budgeting by the main

contractor, and cost inflation. Therefore,

the Essex Jamaat is actively seeking

donations to power and complete the

project.

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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PETERBOROUGH

AL-QAEEM PROJECT

The project was initiated in 2007 with

construction commencing in July 2014, but

halting for a few years due to issues with the

inital building contractor.

The project eventually resumed

construction in July 2016 and its main phase

is now due to be completed in October

2020. With the new contractor , the Jamaats

was able to  add  wonderful bespoke

facilities such as environmentally-friendly

lighting, increased natural lighting, secure

door access system, and a technologically

advanced  system to control audio and 

 visuals, CCTV, and heating and air

conditioning through a tablet.

The  plan now is to complete the rest of the

Al-Qaaem project including the full

renovation of the existing Centre to match

the new building (including environmental-

friendly factors) and make much-needed

adaptations such as bigger Madrasah

classrooms and facilities for youth and

seniors which are urgently needed.

Once this is complete, the Jamaats 

 endeavours to refurbish the external car

park, including resurfacing, increase in

safety measures, upgrading existing security

facilities (including a wall around the full

perimeter and  electric gates). 

Therefore, the Peterborugh Jamaat is

actively seeking donations to power and

complete the project.

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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PERSONNEL

The Secretary General and Assistant

Secretary General would like to thank Allah

SWT for granting them the opportunity to

be able to serve the community.  

Due to the effects of the Covid-19, CoEJ has

been making changes to the running of its

activities, and is now running a part-time

operation with phone lines open on

weekdays from 10am to 1pm.

 

for their exceptional service to the

community and to CoEJ.

The Office Bearers would like to thank the

Secretariat staff for their dedication and

support in delivering all projects in a timely

and efficient manner. We extend our special

thanks to Sister Mariam Hassam for her

singular efforts in supporting operational

excellence. 

The Secretariat has been focusing on

efficiency and improving our services to our

Members.  A number of management tools

have been introduced and we focus on

matching our staff to their skill set to get

even better outcomes.

SECRETARIAT REPORT________________________________
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Sister Alia Walji Bharwani – Finance

Officer 

Sister Fatema Jaffer – Secretariat

Administrator 

Sister Rehab Moledina – Secretariat

Administrator and Marketing Officer 

Unfortunately, due to the effects of Covid-

19, CoEJ was forced to announce

redundancies for some valued members of

staff. We deeply thank Sister Sidika Karim,

Sister Saddaf Jeraj, and Sister Mehdiya Lalji 

MEMBER JAMAATS

The Office Bearers would like to thank all

the Member Jamaats for their support and

assistance and in particular to all European

Continental Jamaats for fully integrating 
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OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

Automation and digitisation of processes

Improvement of resilience and security 

Effective forums for communication 

Targeted and measured social media

engagement 

Training and development of staff to

further themselves 

Continued implementation of flexible

working to help staff achieve their goals  

Continued usage of tools to track

performance and regular check-ins with

staff 

Introduction of Standard Operating

Procedures for all our workings 

Movement of  most CoEJ programs onto

virtual platforms

Below are a few achieved and ongoing

projects at the forefront of operational

excellence at CoEJ in line with some of our

key strategic objectives: 

We have begun working on our compliance

measures this year with support from Sister

Malika Alibhai,  Compliance Officer at the

World Federation of KSIMC, in order to

update our existing policies, create new

policies where required,  and sharing of 

 best practices.

In November 2019, CoEJ staff and Office

Bearers attended a two-day training session

to explore how we can improve our services

to our Members and further their

development. Together a vision was created,

and, using different techniques, we explored

how to effectively deliver our objectives.

The Office Bearers and staff got a chance to

bond over training and meals. 

The Office Bearers convened a planning

meeting with staff in August 2020 and in

September 2020 to continue to engage with

staff on ongoing work and to look at how to

improve existing operations. This resulted in

better definition of organisational

structures, ownership of responsibilities,

and deeper collaboration between Office

Bearers and staff. 

Since the UK went into lockdown in March

2020, staff have been working from home.

We have been able to take advantage of

tools such as Microsoft Teams and

SharePoint. Despite the ramifications

brought by Covid-19 and subsequent

lockdown on our projects, with most of our

flagship projects being cancelled, we

continue to collaborate effectively through

various available mediums of technology

and serve our Member Jamaats to the best

of our abilities. We also use these tools to

facilitate the need for our staff to work

remotely now more than ever, and have

been able to continue our efforts to achieve

and improve operational excellence.

within  CoEJ  and being involved in its

activities and developing our regional

organisation.

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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Dr. Akber Mohamedali

Dr. Akber has been a community volunteer since his childhood in

Mombasa. He has served his local Jamaat (Hyderi) as a committee

member, and has supported various Presidents since the 1990s. He

has been involved with CoEJ since 2001, both as a Councillor and as

the lead for Capacity Building ascending to the position of Vice

`president in 2013 and President in September 2015. Professionally,

Dr. Akber runs a medical practice in South London with 11,500

patients. He has served as the Chair of the Lewisham Primary Care

Trust for four years and presided over a budget of £300m with the

care of 250,000 people.

OFFICE BEARERS________________________
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PRESIDENT

Mahmood Hooda

Mahmood is currently serving as Vice President of CoEJ and has been

involved in community affairs for nearly four decades. He has

previously served as President of Peterborough Jamaat and was

President of CoEJ from 2000-03 when he migrated to Dubai. He

served in the EC of Dubai Jamaat holding the portfolio of Education

and presided over the student loan scheme and restructuring of the

Madrasah. He is retired and enjoys sports and time with his

grandchildren.

VICE PRESIDENT

Murtaza Bharwani

Murtaza has been working with CoEJ for nearly two decades and

currently serves the organization as the Secretary General. He has

served CoEJ for 2 terms as a Treasurer following a period as a CoEJ

Councillor, and prior to that as a Secretary General. He is a CoEJ

appointed Councillor for The World Federation and has also served

his local Jamaat (Hyderi) in various capacities.He is a retired

accountant and enjoys time with his grandchildren.

SECRETARY GENERAL
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Tawfiqali Jivraj

Tawfiqali who was born in Nairobi, Kenya, is now based in Birmingham,
where he currently serves as the Assistant Secretary General for CoEJ. He
was previously the Secretary General of the Birmingham Jamaat. He has
served in the Birmingham Jamaat Management Committee for over 6 years
in various roles he has also volunteered in many capacities from the age of 12
community service runs in his family. He is still involved in Tableegh,
Matchmaking, Gusl Kafn and others.

Professionally, Tawfiq has worked in banking for the past 19 years

and is now a Team Manager in business banking for the Royal Bank of

Scotland. He brings this business acumen to his philanthropic and

organising work.
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY GENERAL

Mohamed Hassan Visram

Mohamed Hassan is a member of The KSIMC of Birmingham Jamaat and has
recently joined The CoEJ team as Treasurer. He is an active volunteer within
the Birmingham community and currently also the Treasurer for Masoomin
Sports Club since 2016.

Mohamed Hassan is an Accountant by profession and has a wealth of
experience working with and supporting SMEs across many different
industries. 

In his free time, he enjoys sports, watching football and travelling.

HON. TREASURER

Arif Hiridjee

Arif has been Vice President for the Paris Jamaat for 6 years, and has

been responsible for foreign affairs for over 12 years. His other roles

include being the elected President of the burial committee for both

Parisian Jamaats and leading the organisation of Hajj Umrah and

Ziyarat trips for both Parisian Jamaats. During the last term he was

Assistant Secretary General and then Secretary General of CoEJ. He

is also serving as an elected World Federation Councillor. 

Professionally he is CEO at ARHAS International – France.

ASSISTANT TREASURER
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IN MEMORIAM____________________
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MARHUM HABIB NASSER MUNAWER RATTANSEY

Inna Lillahi wa Inna Ilayhi Raje’oon 

There is nothing about our great leader and

friend, Marhum Munawer Rattansey we can

say that has not already been said.

Marhum Munawer, was a highly capable and

competent leader and a humble personality

who will be missed by the community,

family, friends, and the needy. He was a

humble, passionate, clever, determined,

caring, altruistic, and resilient individual

and a well-rounded leader. He displayed a

number of qualities that Imam Ali (a.s.) has

taught us about leadership.

Marhum Munawer returned from Canada in

the early 1990s to settle in South London,

and became the Secretary of Hyderi Jamaat

under the leadership of Brother Hussain

Walji, where he recruited and led a diverse

team to write a new constitution for the

Jamaat. His leadership skills were

noticeable in the way he managed a diverse

team to work towards a singular goal. His

remarkable dedication for community work

were noticed by many, like Dr. Liaket Dewji,

in whose team he served and finally became

the Vice President at Hyderi Jamaat in the

late 1990s and early 2000s. He was quite

committed to his local Jamaat, and despite

ending up at the World Federation of

KSIMC, never forgot his roots in South

London. He was always there to support the

Jamaat in various projects, financially,

morally, and with his time.

As a true leader, he never shied away from

discharging his responsibilities with the

Amanah of the leadership that Allah had

blessed him with. He took on the leadership

baton of the Presidency of the Council of

European Jamaats from 2004 onwards. He

laid the foundation of CoEJ as a Federation

to become a member of the World

Federation. He worked with small and large

European Jamaats to develop trust, to give

up their direct membership of the World

Federation and be represented through

CoEJ. He showed that building community

institutions leads to fulfilment of visions.

With the foundation and infrastructure that 
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he set up fifteen years ago, credit goes to

him for what CoEJ is today.

He was a person that was not self-centred

but truly organisation and community-

centred. He sacrificed his personal agendas

for the common good of the community and

humanity. From 2009 onwards, after his two

terms at CoEJ, he went on to become Vice

President of the World Federation.

One of the excellent leadership skills he

demonstrated was alliance-building to

achieve the visions and goals. As part of

external relations, he built relationships and

trust with other Shia and Muslim

organisations, through the Muslim Council

of Britain and the UK SMC. He was

instrumental in getting 20% representation

in MINAB, the UK's Mosque and Imams

National Advisory Body. His goal in building

these alliances was to tackle the issues of

Islamophobia and Shi'a-phobia, whether in

the UK, or overseas in Pakistan.

For a leader to achieve his vision, high

emotional intelligence is a must. Marhum

Munawer had this quality with a soft-

spoken, yet a determined but not aggressive

nature. He had the ability to have dialogue

with a soft smile to win over people with his

argument. His ability to have important

dialogue in an emotionally intelligent

manner won him over many stakeholders

and opponents.

He was a very charitable person - someone

who would give with the right hand so that

the left-hand would not be aware. He was

passionate was about serving and supporti-

the downtrodden and the oppressed,

whether locally in London, or other places

outside the UK, like India and Africa. He

believed that charity began at home. His

support in different ways is not widely

known, but to a few. However, we are

confident the Almighty is fully aware of this

charitable works, and he definitely has a

place in Jannah. Although a leader in high

places, he was a true family man. He was a

loving carrying father husband brother.

Similarly, to his friends, he was a dedicated

and loyal friend; the higher he reached in

leadership, the humbler he became.  

The resilience he developed as a leader

assisted him during his illnesses in the last

few years of his life. He had hope and trust

in Allah and overcame and number of

serious episodes of illness and recovered

from the edge of death. Allah (SWT) blessed

him with time to prepare himself to meet

the Almighty (SWT).

He will be truly missed. 

Please recite a Surah Al-Fatihah for Marhum

Munawer and all other mu’mineen and

mu’minaat.

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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Husseini Medal for the Somalia Rescue

from Africa Federation 

Award for Selfless and Dedicated

Service from Nairobi Jamaat 

1976-1986: Member of Mombasa

Jamaat’s Management Committee and

served in various capacities 

1976-2001: Executive Councillor of

Africa Federation 

1980-2020: Executive Councillor of

World Federation 

1986-1989: Chairman of Nairobi Jafferi

Sports Club and Treasurer of Kenya 

independence. He empathised with abject

poverty in the community. As an 18-month

old orphan, he lived an impoverished life.

His fledgling years were spent helping his

widowed mother sell home-made food. From

his late teens, he and his brother prospered

in join businesses by the grace of Allah

(SWT), generously giving back to the

community. 

Through his own suffering, he became alive

to the plight of others. Marhum

Ashakhusein's life's work was to uplift and

champion the voices of those who could not

be heard. He was given many blessings by

the Almighty, but he used these blessings to

touch many lives. 

Some of the recognitions Marhum

Ashakhusein received included: 

He has served the global community in

several capacities including: 

IN MEMORIAM____________________
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MARHUM ASHAKHUSEIN RASHID

Inna Lillahi wa Inna Ilayhi Raje’oon.

Marhum Ashakhusein Rashid was widely

known for his deep involvement in service

to the community, and for his sincerity and

selflessness. 

His death is a great loss to the community

and as we write this, we continue to receive

a flood of messages expressing genuine

sadness on this tragic demise, praise for his

sincere dedication to the community, and

prayers for his maghfirah. Marhum

Ashakhusein had an authentic and genuine

life experience from poverty to financial 
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1987-1992: Chairman of Nairobi Jamaat,

during which time they acquired land in

Lavington at no cost to the Jamaat for

the development of the Mosque (fully

financed by the Rashid family),

Imambargah, school and sports club

1992-2001: Chairman of the Settlement

and Welfare Board of Africa Federation 

2001: Upon migration to the UK, he

became an active member of the

Birmingham Jamaat and CoEJ, and

represented them at the World

Federation KSIMC. He also served as

Vice President of the Birmingham

Jamaat

2004-2009: CoEJ Councillor and

Chairman of the Education Board at

CoEJ, with active involvement in CoEJ

activities 

2012-2015: Head of Seniors for

Birmingham Jamaat 

2016-2020: Head of Seniors Network

Desk at CoEJ 

Marhum Ashakhusein recently took the

seniors of the community for a retreat in

December 2018, a beautiful trip to

Madagascar and Mauritius in March 2019,

and even organised a ship cruise for the

seniors in March 2020, memories of which

are cherished by all attendees. Marhum

Ashakhusein's dedication and servitude to

supporting the senior members of the

community was unparalleled.

Marhum Ashakhusein always had the

community's and the seniors' best interests

at heart, whether taking them on beautiful

excursions or making sure that they had a

voice in the community that was heard - his

dedication knew no bounds.

We never know how long we have, and we

cannot know Allah's (SWT) Qadr for us. But

we can live our lives as best as we can by

taking the example of Marhum Ashakhusein,

and living a life purpose, love, servitude, and

dedication to our Ummah, our Masumeen

(a.s.) and the Almighty (SWT). 

While it is difficult for us to say good-bye to

Marhum Ashakhusein, we do so with a heavy

heart. We pray to the Almighty (SWT) to

give his family the sabr to bear this

irreplaceable loss, and for him to be granted

Jannatul Firdaous and a place near the

Masumeen (a.s.), which he truly deserves.

He will be truly missed.

Please recite a Surah Al-Fatihah for Marhum

Ashakhusein and all other mu’mineen and

mu’minaat.

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 9  -  2 0 2 0  
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COEJ TRUSTEES________________________
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Dr Akber Mohamedali 

President

Mr Mahmood Hooda  

Vice President

Mr Murtaza Bharwani 

Secretary General

Mr Tawfiq Jivraj 

Assistant Secretary General

Mr Mohamed Hassan Visram

Treasurer

Mr Arif Hiridjee 

Assistant Treasurer

Mr Murtaza Gulamhusein 

Elected Councillor

Mrs Waheeda Rahim 

Elected Councillor

Dr Husein Jiwa 

Elected Councillor

Syed Mohammed Naqvi 

Elected Councillor

Ms Esmat Jeraj 

Elected Councillor

Mr Makbul Jaffer 

Elected Councillor

Mrs Mariam Hassam 

Appointed Councillor

Mr Salim Hamir 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Hamid Pirbhai

Nominated Councillor

Mr Sibtain Allibhai

Nominated Councillor

Mr Moshin Kassam

Nominated Councillor

Dr Rizwan Alidina 

Nominated Councillor

Mrs Ismat Ramji 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Imran Najafi 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Rasool Bhamani 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Fayyaz Haji 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Salim Govani 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Azad Hedaraly 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Irad Hassanaly

Nominated Councillor

Mr Mukhtarali Hirani 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Hussein-Ali Rahemtulla

Nominated Councillor

Mr Mohamedtaki Mohamedali Jaffer

 Nominated Councillor

Mr Mohammed Mohsin Asaria 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Hassanali Dewji

Nominated Councillor

Mr Rizwan Rahemtullah 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Kamran Shah 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Shaneabbas Rajani

Nominated Councillor

Mr Kumayl Rajani 

Nominated Councillor

Mr Shakir Rahemtulla 

Nominated Councillor
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THANK YOU 
TO ALL OUR 

STAFF
VOLUNTEERS

COUNCILLORS
MEMBER JAMAATS

FACILITATORS
HEADS OF BOARDS

DONORS
SUPPORTERS
SUBSCRIBERS

European Jamaats
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